
Safety Knife SECUNORM PROFI40 MDPSafety Knife SECUNORM PROFI40 MDP

Small but robust Safety Knife specially deleloped for industry of food. Impressive blade
extension of 40 mm, with which even 3-ply cardboard can be conquered.
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Deep cut. High quality. Metal detectable.

Just like the other PROFIs, the SECUNORM PROFI40 MDP is a professional
cutting tool. Particularly when it comes to cutting open all different types
of sacks. Some cutting tasks demand a decent blade length. The 40 mm
blade extension of the robust SECUNORM PROFI40 MDP therefore makes
it an excellent choice. It is also paint-free and metal detectable, ideal for
industries wanting to avoid foreign objects entering and disrupting their
production processes.

All highlights at a glance.

Metal detectable
While working, a cutting tool – or parts of it – can sometimes get lost. But
only for a short while. The metal detectable plastic and distinctive blue
colour ensures you'll find it again fast.

Paint-free

You would like to avoid risks in your job, wherever possible? That's
understandable. An unpainted handle minimises the risk of
contamination of the production process.
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Robust handle

The plastic insert of the SECUNORM PROFI40 MDP is in an aluminium
handle. With its robust design, it is predestined for high cutting
frequencies and a long life.

Very large cutting depth

The extra large cutting depth is ideal for multi-ply cardboard and bagged
goods, and, for example, to cut any type of film. The stainless quality
blade is characterised by an extremely low risk of breakage.

Tool-less blade change

Blade changing is quick to work out. Literally. You just need to slide the
metal detectable plastic insert out of the handle and replace the old blade
with a new one.

Article No 11900771

Size 143 x 17 x 31 mm

Weight 84 g

Material Aluminium

Blade STYROPOR BLADE NO. 17940

Blade change Yes

Stainless steel Yes

Detectable Yes

Color Metal / blue

Food safe Yes

Order number 11900771.02

Cutting depth 36 mm

Packaging unit 1 in single unit box (10 knives in
multipack)

GS-Certificate 180655-7242-55094-2020

EAN 4002632852367
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